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for March 4

The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency has a state-wide volunteer program for mea-
suring the clarity of streams around the state. Volunteers measure the clarity throughout
the year by collecting water in a tube and noting how far down the tube they can see.
Sometimes the tube isn’t long enough, so the data is censored. Additionally, they got longer
tubes about five years ago, so the censoring used to be at 60cm but is now at 100cm. The
number of measurements varies both by the volunteer and by the year. The clarity is known
to vary by season (spring/summer/fall) and also by stage (how high the water level is:
low/normal/high). Most of the volunteers have been doing this for at least five years, and
some as long as forty years! (The program started in 1971).

The agency wants to make individual reports for each volunteer to show them how the
clarity in their stream has changed (or not) over the time they have been measuring it.
They’d like to do some sort of statistical inference to test if there is a trend, and if so, how
large it might be. They’d also like to report how each stream compares with others in the
same watershed, and test if there is an overall trend in the watershed. Finally, they’d like
to make some nice plots to include in the report to graphically show how the clarity has
changed (or not).

• What methods of inference could you use for investigating trends in individual streams?
How would you report the results in a way the public would understand?

• What methods of inference could you use for investigating overall trends in the various
watersheds? Again, how would you report the results in a way the public would
understand?

• What kinds of graphical displays might you suggest for their reports?

Group 1:

Name Email

Mark Albrecht albre116
Jeff Jones jone1087
Sen Yuan yuan0066
Ying Zheng zheng110
Feng Yi yixxx064
Songxuan Shen shenx176
Xiaopei Wang wang1164
Yiping Yuan yuan0076

Group 2:

Name Email

Christine Oehlert oehl0010
Christina Knudson knud0158
Andy Johnson joh03017
Stacy Orlett moel0046
Jeff Clobes clobe017
Steve Nydick nydic001
Ben Sherwood sher0422
Brad Price price412

Group 3:

Name Email

Andrea Olson olso1925
Ann Pang pangx044
Pat Zimmerman zimme450
Qian Chen chen2291
Martin Bezener beze0028
Bo Ra Lee leex4919
Yunzhang Zhu zhuxx351

The chair for this week is Andy Johnson.
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